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Abstract 
Function allocation is one of the necessary stages in the design course of man-machine systems since appropriate function al-
location makes the whole system more effective, reliable and inexpensive. Therefore, our research mainly focuses on the prob-
lems of function allocation between man and machine in man-machine systems, analyses each capability advantage of man and 
machine according to their respective inherent characteristics and makes a comparison between them. In view of highly uncertain 
characteristics of decision attribute value in the practical process, we introduce the uncertain linguistic multiple attribute decision 
making (ULMADM) method in the function allocation process. Meanwhile, we also use the uncertain extended weighted arith-
metic averaging (UEWAA) method to determine the automation level range of the operator functions. Then, we eventually estab-
lish the automation level of man-machine function allocation by using the multi-attribute decision making algorithm, which is 
combined by UEWAA and uncertain linguistic hybrid aggregation (ULHA) operators. Finally, an example about function alloca-
tion is given, that is, fault diagnosis in the cockpit of civil aircraft. The final result of the example demonstrates that the proposed 
method about function allocation is feasible and effective. 
Keywords: man-machine systems; function allocation; uncertain linguistic multiple attribute decision making; levels of automa-
tion; fault detection; cockpits; reliability 
1. Introduction1 
Currently, there is no uniform theory about function 
allocation, even though many scholars have proposed 
some theories and research methods since Fitts [1] first 
put forward the concept of function distribution. For 
example, Parasuraman, et al. [2] put forward an automa-
tion classification and level design method; End-
sely [3-5], Verplank [6], et al. have come up with a fa-
mous classification idea. Although these methodolo-
gies can solve some man-machine function allocation 
problems in their related fields, however, the ways 
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used to establish the appropriate automation level of a 
function are primarily based on the qualitative analysis 
and lack effective quantitative analysis. Therefore, 
making part of functions allocated reasonably between 
man and machine—with the appropriate automation 
level—can not only realize man being’s advantages, 
like the intuition, experience, initiative, etc., but also 
realize the advantages of an automatic system, such as 
higher speed and accuracy when the respective advan-
tages of man and machine are combined. 
Our research mainly focuses on the function alloca-
tion in man-machine systems. According to the com-
parisons of each capability advantage between man 
and machine, the automation level range of the func-
tion can be established due to the method uncertain 
extended weighted arithmetic averaging (UEWAA) [7]  
of the uncertain linguistic multiple attribute decision 
making (ULMADM). After that, we can use the multi- 
attribute decision making algorithm, which is based on Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
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the combination of the UEWAA and uncertain linguis-
tic hybrid aggregation (ULHA) [7] operators, to deter-
mine the final automation level of the function alloca-
tion in man-machine systems. 
2. Comparisons Between Capability Advantages of 
Man and Machine  
At first, the study on the capability advantages of 
man and machine is needed before the functions in 
man-machine systems are allocated. One of the most 
famous researches on the comparison of man capabili-
ties and machine capabilities is Fitts List [1], which was 
presented in 1951 by Fitts, one of the founders in the 
man-machine system fields. Fitts had pointed out the 
inherent advantages and deficiencies of man and ma-
chine. According to the comparisons between them, it 
seems easier to find which functions can be suitable for 
man and which functions should be allocated to ma-
chine. Normally, the advantages of one are just the 
shortcomings of the other. So if the two worked to-
gether, the whole performance of the man-machine 
systems would be improved greatly, which is far better 
than each of them working alone. In other words, the 
system can harvest both advantages of the two. There-
fore, various methods of function allocation are all just 
based on Fitts List, and that is why the method was 
widely applied in the early years of the simple indus-
trial automation surveillance and control systems. 
Along with the rapid development of computer, the 
automatics and the deepening of our understanding, 
Fitts List gradually shows some limitations in analyz-
ing the advantages of man and machine and some up-
dates on the basis of it also appear. So far, although 
most of the man-machine abilities in the Fitts List are 
still used, however, they cannot fully summarize the 
characteristics of both. For example, man has advan-
tages in complex information transmission, symbol 
reasoning, pattern recognition, conceptualization, in-
tuition, learning of experience, memory and other as-
pects. In addition, man can also perceive complex 
situations. In fact, it is the advantages that play a sig-
nificant role in man-machine systems. 
We will give more detailed capability advantages of 
man and machine during the process of function alloca-
tion in man-machine systems in Table 1 and Table 2 [8]. 
Table 1  Advantages of machine 
No. Advantages of machine 
1 The ability of data and information visualization  
2 Strong abilities in managing and storing data 
3 Memory of large quantities of data, knowledge and rules 
4 The logical reasoning ability based on the rules  
5 Simple and repeat decision-making ability 
6 The ability of complex mathematical operations for a long time 
7 The ability to deal with several variable combinatorial problems
8 The ability to work for a long time 
9 Parallel processing capacity of knowledge 
 
Continued 
No. Advantages of machine 
10 Fast computing speed. The calculation speed is essential  for time-sensitive problems 
11 Highly accurate calculation 
12 Higher predictability because of the  procedure set before  running 
13 The ability to treat benign structural problems 
14 In the long run, owns high cost-effectiveness ratio 
15 The ability to work in harsh environment 
Table 2  Advantages of man 
No. Advantages of man 
1 Owns the ability of flexibility and adaptability and can change to adapt the environment 
2 Has creativity in solving problems 
3 Has a good visual perception ability 
4 Has the emotion and can consider the abstract concept 
5 Owns strong ability of accumulating experience and learning  
6 Has the ability of predicting and processing accidents 
7 Communicates complex information in a variety of ways 
8 Owns the ability of conceptualization and have advantages in dealing with fuzzy and inaccurate information  
9 Has good symbol or spatial reasoning ability 
10 Greatly shortens the time of making decision because of the experience and intuition of instinct 
11 Good at describing and classifying observed things 
12 Predicts the development of situation according to common sense knowledge 
13 Can well control error and uncertain events 
14 Effectively narrows the search space of the optimal decisions 
15
In the process of solving decision-making results, when a satis-
factory solution occurs, calculation can be timely ended and 
thus computing resources will be saved 
16 Uses more wide strategic sets to solve problems  
17 Has the ability in treating adverse structural problems 
18 Has the ability to assess and perceive external environment as a whole 
3. Automation Level of Function Allocation in 
Man-machine Systems 
In the process of function allocation in man-machine 
systems, through the allocation function between man 
and machine, it can be argued that man and machine 
are of a cooperative relationship. A function may not 
be completed by man or machine alone, instead, it is 
needed to be finished by cooperation. The relationship 
represents different levels of automation (LOAs) of 
man-machine functions.  
Currently, there are a variety of divisions about 
LOAs of man-machine interaction systems. In Refs. [2]- 
[6] and Refs. [9]-[10], Sheridan, Verplank and Parasur- 
aman, et al., have put forward a method about automa-
tion level of man-machine interaction systems, as 
shown in Table 3. 
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In Table 3, automation level is divided into 10 lev-
els, ranging from fully manual to complete automation 
and the level of automation is gradually improved. The 
automation level partitioning raised by Sheridan, et al. 
has become a widely quoted principle. Nowadays, 
many other schemes are just based on a certain merged 
or refined level. 
Table 3  Automation level 
LOA Description 
1 System does not provide any assistance, and the operator must complete all the decisions and manipulation 
2 System provides decision-making or action plan 
3 System narrows scheme selection  
4 System provides a proposal 
5 Execute the plan if the operator agree  
6 The scheme is allowed to be vetoed in the limited time before the implementation 
7 Implement automatically unless it is necessary to notice man 
8 Tell them if the operator want to know 
9 Whether or not to inform man is decided by computer 
10 System decides all the work and refuses man’s intervention 
4. Method about Man-machine Function Allocation 
Based on ULMADM 
4.1. Definition of ULMADM 
Man-machine function allocation is a typical multi-
ple attribute decision making (MADM) problem. With 
the incomplete information, in order to solve the highly 
uncertain decision problems, we introduce a kind of 
the ULMADM method and use UEWAA and ULHA 
operators to solve the function allocation problems in 
man-machine systems. Firstly, we will introduce some 
basic concepts [11]. 
Assume M={1, 2, …, m} , N={1, 2, …, n} , L={1, 
2, …, l}. 
Definition 1 [12]  Set WAA: Rn→R if 
1 2
1
WAA ( , , , )
n
n j j
j
α α α ω α
=
= ∑Lω
       
(1) 
where ω=[ω1  ω2  …  ωn] is a weighted vector of  
a group data (α1,α2,…,αn), ωj∈[0,1] ( j∈N), ω1+ 
ω2+…+ωn=1, so the WAA is called a weighted arith-
metic averaging operator, WAA operator for short.                    
Consider that decision makers generally need an ap-
propriate linguistic assessment scale when they are 
measured qualitatively. For this reason, we can set a 
linguistic assessment scale beforehand: S={sα|α=   
− l′ , …, l′ }, l′  is a natural number. 
Note that the number of terms in S is usually odd. 
Meanwhile, the scale must meet the following condi-
tions: 1) if α > β , sα > sβ ; 2) negative operator exists, neg(sα) = s−α. 
In order to facilitate calculation and avoid missing 
information, an expanded scale S ={sα |α∈[−q, q]} is 
defined on the basis of original scale S={sα |α= − l′ ,…, 
l′ } and q(q > l′ ) is a sufficiently large natural number. 
If α∈{- l′ ,…, l′ }, sα is a natural term. If α∉{− 
l′ ,…, l′ }, sα is an expanded term. The expanded scale 
still meets conditions 1) and 2). 
The algorithms of linguistic assessment scale will be 
defined as follows [13]: 
Definition 2  Set ,s s Sα β ∈ , y, y1, y2∈[0,1], there-
fore, 
1) sα⊕sβ=sα+β ; 
2) sα⊕sβ=  sβ⊕sα ; 
3) ysα =syα ; 
4) y(sα⊕sβ)=ysα⊕ysβ ; 
5) (y1+y2)sα=y1sα⊕y2sα . 
Definition 3 [13]  Set EWAA: nS S→  if 
1 2 1 21 2EWAA ( , , , )ns s s s sω α α α α αω ω= ⊕L  
nns sα αω =⊕ ⊕L             (2) 
Note that α =ω1α1+ω2α2+…+ωnαn, ω=[ω1  ω2  … 
ωn) is a weighted vector of the language data 
( )
j
s j Nα ∈ , and js Sα ∈ , ωj∈[0,1] (j∈N), ω1+ω2+…+ 
ωn=1. The function EWAA is called an extended 
weighted arithmetic averaging (EWAA) operator.  
Definition 4 [14]  Set [ , ]a bs sμ =% , ,a bs s S∈ . sa 
and sb are the lower and upper limits of μ%  respect- 
tively, so μ%  is called an uncertain linguistic variable. 
Assume that S%  is a set of all uncertain linguistic 
variables. Consider any two linguistic variables μ%  
and  υ% , [ , ]a bs sμ =% , [ , ]c ds s Sυ = ∈ %% , β, β1, β2∈[0, 1]. 
The algorithms of them are defined as follows: 
1) [ , ] [ , ]a b c ds s s sμ υ = =⊕ ⊕%%  
[ , ] [ , ]a c b d a c b ds s s s s s+ +⊕ =⊕ ;  
2) [ , ] [ , ] [ , ]a b a b a bs s s s s sβ ββμ β β β= = =% ; 
3) μ υ υ μ⊕ = ⊕% %% % ; 
4) ( )β μ υ βμ βυ⊕ = ⊕% %% % ; 
5) 1 2 1 2( )β β μ β μ β μ+ = ⊕% % % . 
Definition 5 [14]  Set μ% = [sa, sb], υ%  = [sc, sd]∈ S% , 
meanwhile, set lab = b−a, lcd = d−c. The possible degree 
when μ υ≥ %%  is defined as  
( ) max 1 max , 0 , 0
ab cd
d ap
l l
μ υ ⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞−≥ = −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟+⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
%%     (3) 
Similarly, the possible degree when υ μ≥% %  is de-
fined as  
( ) max 1 max , 0 , 0
ab cd
b cp
l l
υ μ ⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞−≥ = −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟+⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
% %     (4) 
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Definition 6 [14]  Set UEWAA: nS S→% %  if 
1 2 1 1UEWAA ( , , , )nω μ μ μ ω μ= ⊕% % % %L  
2 2 n nω μ ω μ⊕ ⊕% %L              (5) 
Note that ω=[ω1  ω2  …  ωn] is a weighted vector 
of the uncertain linguistic variable ( )i i Nμ ∈% , and ωj∈ 
[0,1]( j∈N), ω1+ω2+…+ωn=1, so the function UEWAA 
is called an uncertain EWAA operator (UEWAA). 
Definition 7 [14]  Assume ULHA: nS S→% % , if 
, 1 2 1 1ULHA ( , , , )n wμ μ μ υ= ⊕%% % %Lω w  
2 2 n nw wυ υ⊕ ⊕% %L              (6) 
Note that w=[w1  w2  …  wn] is a weighted vector 
related to ULHA, wj∈[0,1] ( j∈N), w1+w2+…+wn=1. 
jυ%  is the jth larger element of the weighted uncertain 
linguistic variable group 1 2( , , , )nμ μ μ′ ′ ′% % %L ( ,i i inμ ω μ′ =% %  
i∈N). Here, ω=[ω1  ω2  …  ωn] is a weighted vector 
of an uncertain linguistic variable group, 1 2( , , ,μ μ% % L  
)nμ% (i∈N), ωj∈[0,1](j∈N), ω1+ω2+…+ωn=1, and n is 
a balance factor. The function ULHA is called an un-
certain linguistic hybrid aggregation (ULHA) operator. 
4.2. Establishment of automation level range of func-
tion allocation 
The automation level range can be determined ac-
cording to a comparison of capability advantages of 
man and machine. The method about how to determine 
the automation level range based on UEWAA operator 
will be given in this section. The concrete steps are as 
follows: 
Step 1  Assume that X is a function set to be allo-
cated, and H and G are the respective sets of the capa-
bility advantages of man and machine. The weighted 
vectors of them are ω=[ω1  ω2  …  ωm] and ξ=[ξ1 
ξ2  …  ξl] respectively and ωj∈[0,1] ( j∈M), ω1 + 
ω2+…+ωm=1, ξj∈[0,1] ( j∈L), ξ1+ξ2+…+ξl=1. 
Decision makers point out the evaluation values of 
the uncertain linguistic influence degree ijr%  and 
ijq%  respectively, which are the capability advantages of 
man and machine, hj∈H and gj∈G, treat undistributed 
function xi∈X, and the evaluation matrixes are ob-
tained: ( )ij n mr ×=% %R , ( )ij n lq ×=% %Q , ,ij ijr q S∈ %% % . 
Step 2  The linguistic assessment information in 
the ith line of evaluation matrices %R  and %Q  is respec-
tively aggregated by UEWAA operator, and the com-
prehensive evaluation results ( )iy% ω  and ( )iz% ξ (i∈N) 
are obtained which the capabilities of man and ma-
chine treat undistributed function xi∈X. 
1 2( ) UEWAA ( , , , )i i i imy r r r= =% % % %Lωω  
1 1 2 2 ,i i m imr r r i Nω ω ω ∈⊕ ⊕ ⊕% % %L       (7) 
1 2( ) UEWAA ( , , , )i i i ilz q q q= =% % %% Lξξ  
1 1 2 2 ,i i l ilq q q i Nξ ξ ξ⊕ ∈⊕ ⊕% % %L       (8) 
Step 3  According to Eq. (3), calculate the possible 
degree ( ( ) ( ))i i ip p y z= ≥% %ω ξ (i∈N) between compre-
hensive evaluation results ( )iy% ω  and ( )iz% ξ (i∈N), and 
then obtain a possible degree vector P=[p1, p2,…, pn], 
0≤ pi ≤1. Note that ( )iy% ω  and ( )iz% ξ (i∈N) are com-
prehensive evaluation results when the capabilities of 
man and machine treat undistributed function xi∈X. 
Step 4  According to the possibility pi, automation 
level range A of function xi∈X can be established. The 
concrete rules are described as follows: 
floor((1 ) 10) 1 floor((1 ) 10) 1
{1,2, ,10}
i ip A p
A
− × − ≤ ≤ − × +⎧⎨ ∈⎩ L
 
(9) 
Note that floor(x) is a Gauss integral function. 
4.3. Establishment of automation level of function 
allocation  
Automation level range of function allocation has 
been established, namely, several different solutions to 
function allocation are given. However, selecting the 
optimal scheme from the solutions is still needed ac-
cording to function allocation assessment criteria. 
Eventually, the final automation level of man-machine 
function allocation can be determined. In the practical 
evaluation process, in order to reduce experts’ subjec-
tive deviation, different schemes are usually graded by 
several evaluation experts in accordance with the as-
sessment criteria.  
The multi-attribute decision-making method based 
on UEWAA and ULHA operators is used to determine 
the automation level of function allocation. The con-
crete steps are described as follows [7]: 
Step 1  As for a multiple attribute decision making 
problem, assume that X, U and D are respectively 
scheme set, attribute (assessment criteria) set and deci-
sion maker (expert) set. The weighted attribute vector 
is ω=[ω1  ω2  …  ωm], ωj∈[0,1]( j∈M), ω1+ω2+…+ 
ωm=1. The weighted vector for decision makers is 
λ=[λ1  λ2  …  λt], λk ≥ 0 (k=1, 2, …, t), λ1+λ2+…+ 
λt=1. Decision maker dk∈D points out the value 
( )k
ijr%  of the uncertain linguistic assessment under the 
attribute uj∈U of the scheme xi∈X and then the evalua-
tion matrix ( )( )kk ij n mr ×=% %R , ( )kijr S∈ %%  is obtained. 
Step 2  The uncertain evaluation information in the 
ith line of evaluation matrix k%R  is aggregated by using 
UEWAA operator, and then we will get the compre-
hensive property appraisal value ( ) ( )kiz% ω (i∈N, 
k=1, 2, …, t) of the allocation scheme xi, given by de-
cision makers dk. Note that 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 2( ) UEWAA ( , , , )
k k k k
i i i imz r r r= =% % %% Lωω  
 
( ) ( ) ( )
1 1 2 2
k k k
i i m imr r rω ω ω⊕ ⊕ ⊕% % %L        (10) 
Step 3  The comprehensive property appraisal val-
ues, ( ) ( )kiz% ω (k=1, 2, …, t) given by t decision makers, 
are aggregated by using ULHA operator, and then we 
will acquire the group comprehensive property ap-
praisal value ( , )iz ′% λ w (i∈N) of the allocation scheme 
xi, 
(1) (2) ( )
,( , ) ULHA ( , , , )
t
i i i iz r r r′′ = =% % %% Lλλ ww  
(1) (2) ( )
1 2
t
i i t iw w wυ υ υ′ ′ ′⊕ ⊕ ⊕% % %L  (i∈N)    (11)                                     
Note that 1 2[ ]tw w w′ ′ ′ ′= Lw  is a weighted vector 
of ULHA operator, [0, 1]kw′ ∈  (k=1, 2, …, t), 1w′ + 
2w′ +…+ tw′ =1. ( )kiυ%  is the kth largest element in a 
group of weighted uncertain linguistic vari-
ables (1) (2) ( )1 2( ( ), ( ), , ( ))
t
i i t it r t r t rλ λ λL% % %ω ω ω , and t is a 
balance factor. 
Step 4  According to Eq. (3), calculate the possible 
degree ( ( , ) ( , ))ij i jp p z z′ ′= ≥% %λ λw w (i, j∈N) of the 
comprehensive attribute values ( , )iz ′% λ w (i∈N) be-
tween each plan and possible degree matrix P=(pij)n×n. 
Step 5  Calculate the priority vector v=(v1  v2  … 
vn) of the possible degree matrix P，and rank the 
schemes according to the component size of v, namely, 
to harvest a optimum solution. Note that (see Ref. [15]) 
1
1 1 ,
( 1) 2
n
i ij
j
nv p i N
n n =
⎛ ⎞= + − ∈⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟− ⎝ ⎠∑      (12) 
5. Example and Analysis 
In this section, we take the fault diagnosis (FD), one 
of the man-machine function allocations in the cockpit, 
for example, and the method mentioned above is 
adopted to determine the optimal automation level. 
5.1. Automation level range of FD 
In order to determine the scope of the automation 
level of the FD function, at first, we need to make a 
comparison of capability advantages between man and 
machine. Here, we select the projects from Table 1 and 
Table 2, which are comparatively related to the FD 
function, and then form the sets of capability advan-
tages of man and machine. Therefore, the sets can be 
defined as H={h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6, h7, h8 } and G={g1, 
g2, g3, g4, g5, g6, g7, g8 }. 
Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is used to deter-
mine the weight coefficient of each element in the two 
sets. First of all, we use the five-scale method to make 
a comparison between the elements of the capability 
advantage sets; secondly, we obtain the comparison 
matrix, and then calculate the eigenvector of the judg-
ing matrix and the consistency; finally, we establish the 
weighted vector of the elements respectively. The 
weighted vectors of elements in the set H and set G are 
ω=[0.287  0.106  0.081  0.142  0.119 
0.019  0.193  0.053] 
ξ=[0.163  0.097  0.228  0.126  0.154 
0.106  0.062  0.064] 
Establish language assessment scale: 
S={sα|α=-5, …, 5}={minimum, very small, small, 
comparative small, a little small, normal, a little large, 
comparatively large, large, very large, maximum}.  
The degree (contribution) on FD function influenced 
by each element of the capability advantages of man 
and machine is evaluated by experts. The result of the 
evaluation is 
[
]
2 3 0 2 3 4 1 3
0 2 2 3 2 0 0 2
[ , ] [ , ] [ , ] [ , ]
[ , ] [ , ] [ , ] [ , ]
s s s s s s s s
s s s s s s s s−
=%R
 
[
]
0 2 2 4 0 1 2 3
2 4 3 4 1 3 3 1
[ , ] [ , ] [ , ] [ , ]
[ , ] [ , ] [ , ] [ , ]
s s s s s s s s
s s s s s s s s− −
=%Q
 
According to Eq. (7) and Eq. (8)，we use UEWAA 
operator to aggregate the results of the assessment and 
then obtain comprehensive evaluation results, which 
stand for the extent that the capabilities of man and 
machine influence the FD function. The results are   
1.138 2.224
0.942 2.482
( ) [ , ]
( ) [ , ]
y s s
z s s
=
=
%
%
ω
ξ  
Using Eq. (3), we calculate the possible de-
gree ( ( ) ( )) 0.538p y z≥ =% %ω ξ  while ( ) ( )y zω ξ≥% % . Ac-
cording to Eq. (9), we can easily know that the auto-
mation level range of FD function is 3≤ A ≤5. 
5.2. Automation level of FD 
Determining the scope of the automation level of FD 
function means three different allocation schemes are 
given. Therefore, we can adopt the multiple attribute 
decision making method based on UEWAA and ULHA 
operators, and establish the final automation level of 
FD function. 
Assume X is a set of the allocation schemes about 
FD function, X ={x3, x4, x5} , and xi means that the 
automation level of the scheme xi is i (i=3,4,5). Alloca-
tion assessment criteria set is U={u1, u2, u3, u4, u5}. All 
the elements of U are corresponding to five main 
evaluation criteria during the process of the function 
allocated in the cockpit: u1—mental workload [16-17]; 
u2—situation awareness [18]; u3—reliability; u4—deci- 
sionnmaking risk; u5—system cost. Also, using AHP, 
we can obtain the attribute weighted vector ω=[0.351  
0.227  0.284  0.037  0.074]. Decision maker set 
D={d1, d2, d3}, and di is the ith decision maker, i=1, 2, 
3. Suppose the weighted vector of D is λ, λ=[0.33  
0.33  0.34]. 
The three decision-makers point out uncertainty 
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language evaluation matrices in Tables 4-6 according 
to the language assessment scale. S = {sα |α = −5, …, 
5}={Worst, very bad, bad, comparatively bad, a little 
bad, normal, a little good, comparatively good, good, 
very good, best}. 
Table 4  Decision-making matrix 1%R  
 u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 
x3 [s0,s2] [s3,s4] [s−2,s0] [s2,s4] [s2,s3] 
x4 [s0,s3] [s0,s2] [s3,s5] [s1,s4] [s2,s4] 
x5 [s1,s3] [s2,s4] [s2,s4] [s1,s3] [s0,s1] 
Table 5  Decision-making matrix 2%R  
 u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 
x3 [s−1,s0] [s2,s3] [s−1,s1] [s2,s3] [s1,s2] 
x4 [s0,s1] [s0,s2] [s2,s3] [s1,s2] [s2,s3] 
x5 [s0,s2] [s0,s1] [s1,s2] [s1,s3] [s0,s1] 
Table 6  Decision-making matrix 3%R  
 u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 
x3 [s1,s2] [s3,s4] [s2,s3] [s1,s2] [s2,s3] 
x4 [s2,s4] [s0,s1] [s3,s4] [s2,s4] [s1,s2] 
x5 [s−1,s1] [s2,s3] [s−1,s1] [s3,s4] [s1,s3] 
The ULHA weighted (position) vector w is needed 
before comprehensive property appraisal values 
( ) ( )kiz% ω (i=3,4,5; k=1,2,3) of the scheme xi are given 
by three decision-makers using ULHA operator. We 
use the discrete normal distribution method to calculate 
the position weighted vector [19-20], and can obtain 
w=[0.243  0.514  0.243]. Then, according to steps in 
Section 2.3, we can draw the priority vector v of prob-
ability matrix P: 
[0.295 0.409 0.296]=v  
Rank the order according to the component size of v, 
so the order is  
4 5 3x x xf f  
Thus the optimum scheme is x4, that is to say, the 
automation level of FD function takes 4 most appro-
priately. 
6. Conclusions 
(1) In view of highly uncertain characteristics of deci-
sion attribute value in the practical processes, the 
method ULMADM is introduced during the process of 
function allocation. Meanwhile, this paper uses UEWAA 
operator to determine the automation level range of 
functions and the multi-attribute decision-making algo-
rithm based on the combination of UEWAA and ULHA 
operators, eventually establishes the automation level of 
man-machine function allocation in the cockpit. 
(2) Compared with other methodologies, the method 
ULMADM provides us effective qualitative and quan-
titative analysis of some man-machine function alloca-
tion problems, so it is an effective means of establish-
ing the highly uncertain decision attribute values in the 
practical function allocation process. In this respect, 
the method ULMADM makes man-machine function 
allocation much easier and more efficient. Finally, we 
take fault diagnosis as an example of function alloca-
tion. The calculation result demonstrates that the pro-
posed method about function allocation is feasible and 
effective. 
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